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Prologue
This whitepaper and any information on our website www.yourdatasafe.io, along with any terms and conditions published by Your
Data Safe, a legal entity from Malta do not constitute a prospectus or offer of any sort and as such YDS does not intend to
constitute an offer of securities for investment in any global jurisdiction.
The Your Data Safe Token (YDST) is digital crypto-graphic ERC20 compatible utility tokens that provide access to the Your Data Safe
platform.
Your Data Safe tokens are not intended to constitute securities and/or collective investment units in any worldwide jurisdiction.
All recipients agree that they will use this information for the sole purpose of evaluating a possible purchase of Your Data Safe
tokens, and as such acknowledge and agree that this information is not a prospect that contains all information a contributor may
require in order to form a contribution decision.
Your Data Safe are not financial advisors and you should always do your own research and use due diligence before participating in
any form of token contribution.
This whitepaper is written in the English language and shall be interpreted in accordance as such. If any translated version, into
any language other than English, the English version will control and prevail on any question of interpretation or otherwise.
On behalf of Your Data Safe (YDS) we kindly invite you to read the full terms and conditions of the white paper including the
disclaimer at the end of the document.
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Welcome to Your Data Safe
I am Phil Chapman, Co-Founder and CEO of Your Data Safe.
For the last year I have been assisting companies with GDPR
compliance and advising on personal data protection. I have
seen the huge demand businesses have for GDPR compliant data
and data support services, both of which are not currently being
met. I have also seen first-hand how people’s data is traded and
profited from without the knowledge of the individuals.
You probably all know that personal data now forms a significant
part of our everyday lives and that sometimes it is used without
our consent. However, you probably don’t know the true value of
your data?
The European Commission predicts that the value of the EU
personal data market to reach 1 trillion euros by 2020. This rapid
move to digital data has meant that new rules have had to be
created in order to regulate the use of personal data.
Hence, The GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) came
into force May25th 2018.
So, why is the GDPR required? You only have to look at recent
cases of data misuse and data breaches to realise that regulation
is long overdue. Among the cases to hit the headlines in 2018
were Cambridge Analytica and Facebook which involved
corporates profiting from personal data without the consent of
the individual. If you look at the Information Commissioners
Office (ICO) website you will see that many companies have been
fined for selling personal data to third parties (for profit) again
without the individuals knowledge and most importantly their
consent.
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This is why we started Your Data Safe. Corporates need GDPR
compliant ‘pure data’ to allow them to accurately market to
individuals and they are willing to pay a premium for it. Your
Data Safe is a GDPR Compliant Data Management & Rewards
Platform. We will give the control of personal data back to the
rightful owner; the data subject whilst at the same time assisting
businesses with training and navigating the world of GDPR
compliance. Our goal is to make Your Data Safe the No1 Trusted
source for GDPR compliant pure data in the EU and beyond.
Our mission is simple;
Firstly; to change the way consumer data is handled and traded
via the redistribution of value, allowing personal data to be used
and monetised for targeted marketing and advertising.
Secondly; to educate and assist companies in GDPR compliance.
Your Data Safe will offer its corporate clients a host of GDPR
services including data consultancy and Virtual DPO services. As
well as this we will have secure storage and transfer facilities for
tasks such as ‘subject access requests’ and ‘rights to erasure’. All
supported via a network infrastructure using blockchain
technology.
The big difference between Your Data Safe and the existing
business model, is that consumers will be rewarded in our native
YDS Token each time any of their data is used via our platform.
Your Data Safe intends to disrupt this multi-billion euro industry
and put the individuals firmly back in control of their personal
data.
Phillip Chapman – CEO
Your Data Safe. Pure Data, Rewarded.

The YDS Strategy
There is a new generation of tech savvy consumers who are
becoming increasingly aware that their personal data is being
used for targeted marketing. This generation also appreciate
that their “personal data has more economic value than oil”.
YDS believe that consumers would be willing to share more of
their personal data for marketing and advertising purposes if
they were rewarded for it.
Advertising spend is not currently distributed amongst the
consumer and publisher. Instead, only Data Management
Platforms and publishers are rewarded for sharing consumer
data which raises the question as to why consumers will share
their data now GDPR legislation is now in force.
YDS is addressing the needs of consumers by giving them
control of their data and creating a fair and sustainable model
for sharing data that redistributes the value back to the
consumer and rightful data owner.
The value of pure consumer data for advertisers is better data
segmentation for target marketing. On the flip slide, if
consumers were able to actively share their data with brands
they love and subsequently receive targeted promotions and
offers, then this could allow for more effective brand
engagement with the consumer.
On the YDS platform consumers are rewarded with YDS
Tokens for sharing data with the companies and brands they
care about, using a self-sovereign wallet that enables users to
be the custodians of their own data. YDS Tokens can be used
in a number of different ways, which will be explored in more
detail later on in the whitepaper.
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This includes the ability to withdraw and exchange tokens or
spend them on the offers / promotions received from the
brands that consumers share their data with.
The current data ecosystem (for target marketing purposes) is
typically made up of Data Management Platforms (DMPs),
data aggregators and publishers, all commercialising
consumer data from services such as data profiling,
segmentation, analytics, and data modelling.
Commercialisation of this data is not shared amongst
consumers.
The “YDS Pure Data” strategy is designed to address this need
in the following three ways:
• By focusing on creating and capturing a Pure Data Source
• Create a “Pure Data Collection Model”, where YDS capture
consumer data through the incentivisation of data sharing
that encourages the user to populate a more granular, pure
data set which creates more value within the YDS Platform.
• Redistribution of revenues amongst DMPs and consumers.
Owing to the “YDS Pure Data” strategy, YDS can be thought of
as the blockchain upstarts within the data ecosystem, a
‘ROBINHOOD’ organisation here to create meaningful
change in the Data Industry and redistribute the value of data
back to the originators of the data.
After all, this industry is ripe for disruption amongst
enterprise incumbents such as; Call Credit, Equifax, Experian,
Transunion and many more.

The Landscape Prior to YDS
According to the European Commission the value of all EU
Citizens personal data is set to exceed €1 Trillion by 2020.
Companies are continuously trying to collect data form
hundreds of touch points that consumers are directly or
indirectly in contact with every day.
Consumers are continuously asked for a name, address, email,
phone number to pretty much do anything online. It’s this
data capture that is being used to create huge modelled silos
of data. Whether it’s who you are, what you like, how you
purchase products, which websites you visit, companies &
brands you identify with, locations you visit or are at
physically and online. All this data is then merged together to
build a base profile on consumers.
Big data houses create segmentation software that groups
individuals of similar types together so that they can sell this
data on to brands and companies over and over again.
Companies ranging from big blue chips right down to smaller
SME’s and even owner managed businesses purchase subject
data, either as a complete profile or selection of the modelled
segments for tens of thousands of euros each time they want
to use it to market their products and services to you.
Companies like Facebook and Alphabet (Google) each make
the vast majority of their revenue from marketing and
advertising. A huge 97% and 88% respectively.
Amazons AAP is now also a major player with Apple joining
the market with the recent acquisition of Shazam for around
$400m USD to market to the Apps music listeners.
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The current model generates the billions each year for the big
data companies, but absolutely nothing for the rightful
owner; the data subject. YOU!
Below is an info-graphic flow chat to show how Your Data Safe
propose to disrupt the current landscape and offer a complete
paradigm shift in data management and consumer rewards
for their personal data.

The 4 Key Areas of YDS
Your Data Safe has 4 areas for disruption and development:

YDS Virtual DPO

YDS Network
The YDS Network is a token based GDPR compliant personal
data rewards platform. The YDS Network will be built via the
creation of consumer profiles. This will allow the consumer to
own and monetise their personal data.

The YDS Virtual DPO will offer the secure management of
GDPR Policies and Procedures along with a virtual Data
Protection Officer. Many companies do not have a registered
Data Protection Officer or member of staff with the expert
knowledge required to manage or maintain the companies
GDPR compliance. Our online DPO will be available at a
fraction of the cost of traditional DPO services.

“Consumers will be able to control how much of their data is
shared and also manage which brands and companies are
permitted to contact them. Consumers are rewarded every
time their data is used.

YDS Cloud

YDS Academy

The YDS Cloud is an encrypted cloud facility for file sharing
and storage. Blockchain and decentralised storage has huge
application potential when it comes to GDPR. YDS will be
offering secure storage facilities, where we will offer clients
the ability to store records, such as ‘Rights to Erasure’ and
also facilitate data portability requests using Blockchain.

The YDS Academy is our cloud based education & training
platform. Our academy will allow companies to ensure that
staff are trained in line with current regulations. Using our
insurance approved training courses, companies will be able
to train and manage their staff competence in areas such as
GDPR and Cyber Security.

Our AOOB (Automated Opt Out Bot) will allow you to identify
any unwanted digital marketing communication and allow for
a ‘removal of consent’ from those brands, giving you peace of
mind that you will only be receiving communications you
requested, and knowing you will be rewarded for them.
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The principles of GDPR
GDPR is the fundamental reason that YDS exists. If it wasn’t
for the implementation of the GDPR on May 25th 2018 then
the current data houses could continue to profit without
consequence from selling and trading your personal data.

or historical research purposes or statistical purposes subject
to implementation of the appropriate technical and
organisational measures required by the GDPR in order to
safeguard the rights and freedoms of individuals; and

Under the GDPR, the data protection principles set out the
main responsibilities for organisations.

• Processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of
the personal data, including protection against unauthorised
or unlawful processing and against accidental loss,
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or
organisational measures.

Article 5 of the GDPR requires that personal data shall be:
• Processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in
relation to individuals;
• Collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and
not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with
those purposes; further processing for archiving purposes in
the public interest, scientific or historical research purposes
or statistical purposes shall not be considered to be
incompatible with the initial purposes;
• Adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in
relation to the purposes for which they are processed;
• Accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every
reasonable step must be taken to ensure that personal data
that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which
they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay;
• Kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects
for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the
personal data are processed; personal data may be stored for
longer periods insofar as the personal data will be processed
solely for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific
Copyright All Rights Reserved Your Data Safe (YDS).

Article 5(2) requires that the controller shall be responsible
for, and be able to demonstrate, compliance with the
principles of GDPR.
A Controller (Business) must have a valid lawful basis in order
to process personal data. There are six available lawful bases
for processing. No single basis is ’better’ or more important
than the others. Which basis is most appropriate to use will
depend on your purpose and relationship with the individual.
The lawful bases for processing are set out in Article 6 of the
GDPR.
At least one of these must apply whenever you process
personal data:
• Consent: the individual has given clear consent for you to
process their personal data for a specific purpose.
• Contract: the processing is necessary for a contract you have
with the individual, or because they have asked you to take
specific steps before entering into a contract.

• Legal obligation: the processing is necessary for you to
comply with the law (not including contractual obligations).
• Vital interests: the processing is necessary to protect
someone’s life.
• Public task: the processing is necessary for you to perform a
task in the public interest or for your official functions, and
the task or function has a clear basis in law.
• Legitimate interests: the processing is necessary for your
legitimate interests or the legitimate interests of a third
party unless there is a good reason to protect the individual’s
personal data which overrides those legitimate interests. (This
cannot apply if you are a public authority processing data to
perform your official tasks.)
If the Controller does not have a valid lawful basis on which to
process your data then they cannot.

The YDS Solution
YDS fundamentally disagree with the way that large
companies and organisations are profiting from the data of
individuals, most of whom are unaware that they are doing so.
YDS believe that there is a better and fairer way for the
world’s personal data to be shared and monetised, a fair
redistribution of the value within the data ecosystem.
The proposal is that profit generated from data sharing will
be redistributed amongst users on the YDS platform.
An overview of how the platform will work is as follows:
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1. Users will create a YDS Profile.
2. A user profile is then verified via KYC or another
decentralised identity checking solution.
3. Users can then select what verticals (companies) they
are interested in sharing their data with.
4. Users then have the option to add data into their
profile, including social media links, contact
information, life stage data, policy information and
renewal dates and any other vertical specific
information, all dependent of which companies and
brands they wish to be contacted by.
5. Users would then need to prove the validity of this
newly added data. This can be done via “knowing me
knowing you” where someone on the network can
validate an individuals’ identity by uploading relevant
documentation or through more traditional
verification methods.
6. Users earn tiered YDS Token rewards each time
personal data is used. Users will achieve a higher
reward level by adding more pure data to their
consumer profile.
7. As the list of data sets grow users may wish to opt in
for direct target marketing from partnered brands for
higher bespoke rewards for answering brand related
questions.
8. All YDST rewards can be spent only within the YDS
platform (or on a brands website, when brands accept
YDS Tokens) or withdrawn to an exchange to cash out.

Smart Contracts

Competitor Analysis

Smart contracts are digital contract agreements written in
computational code that are held on the Ethereum
Blockchain.

Data Management and the monetisation of personal data is a
high priority for blockchain adoption.

At its core, the YDS Network relies on smart contracts to
enforce the rules of the ecosystem.
Smart contracts are deployed to reduce counterparty risk, and
deliver trust and transparency to the network users.
The Your Data Safe Platform will initially be built upon an
Ethereum Blockchain Framework.
Ethereum is a blockchain ecosystem upon which thousands of
computers around the world work together to host what is
known as the Ethereum Network.

Self-sovereign Data Management Solutions are one of the
most fiercely contested use-cases within the blockchain
industry.
It is therefore essential to explore the competitive landscape
and assess what YDS can do to fortify ourselves from both
market entrants and incumbents.
Ultimately this market is well validated in that there is
sufficient competition and focused investment to suggest that
there is a substantial prize for the companies that can best
solve the data industry’s collective problems.

The Ethereum blockchain represents all accounts and
transactions made by its worldwide computers aka nodes.

Not all of the companies explored in this section are ‘obvious’
competitors, but there are elements of their business model
which may directly compete with YDS, and therefore are
worthy of note.

• Every time a transaction is sent over the P2P Ethereum
Network a smart contract is generated.

Please see the table below.

• Ether (ETH) is the currency of Ethereum and is used to
reward nodes & miners within the ecosystem.
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Competitive Landscape Mapping
The current competitive landscape map below includes some of the “potential” blockchain competitors YDS may face;

Y.D.S

Opiria

Datereum

Data
Wallet

Wibson

Pillar
Project

Datum

Truth

Token

YDS Token

PDATA
Token

DTN

DXT

WIBS

PLR

DAT

TRU Token

ICO Goal

40K ETH

US$30m

US$18m

US$40m

No

US$80m

US$29m

US$50m

Whitepaper

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Team Size

9

11

10

13

14

5

15

8

GDPR

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

GDPR
Jurisdiction

UK

Germany

UK

USA

Gibraltar

UK

Switzerland

UK

Data Sets

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Pure Data

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Blockchain

Ethereum

Ethereum

Ethereum

Ethereum

N/A

Ethereum

Ethereum

Ethereum

M.V.P

Yes

Yes

Yes

App

No

No

No

No

User
Rewards

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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The current competitive landscape map below shows non blockchain competitors YDS may come up against;

Experian

Call Credit

CACI

Axciom

Transunion

Location

Global

Global

Global

Global

Global

GDPR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

GDPR Location

UK

UK

UK

UK

USA

Team Size

Over 100

Over 100

Over 100

Over 100

Over 100

Pure Data

No

No

No

No

No

Data Sets

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Modelled Data

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

User Rewards

No

No

No

No

No

Company Revenue

US$4.335b

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

US$880m

US$1.705b

The map clearly shows that there are parallels between YDS and the companies listed above who are looking to operate within this
space.
We can also see however that the business models of these companies are not as rounded as that of YDS, who offer a more viable
business solution within GDPR Compliance and Data Management as a whole. YDS are in a strong position given the timing of our
business launch, we can gamify the platform with a number of incentive mechanisms to maximise user on-boarding, and shall
differentiate ourselves from current competition. Couple this with YDS’ focus on data integrity, branding and messaging, YDS shall
gain hard earned trust from users and stand-out from the competition.
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Blockchain Architecture
YDS have an open and agnostic approach when it comes to
choosing the required blockchain technologies.
Interoperability and scalability is a key focus for the business
as it is for the entire blockchain ecosystem. We ensure that
our business model is future-proof and that there is flexibility
built into our architectural and system design.
As Blockchain technologies continue to mature the semantic
arguments of whether a specific technology is a
“blockchain” or a “distributed ledger technology” have
increased. YDS presumed “blockchain” and “distributed
ledger technology” to be effectively equivalent when solving
our business requirements. Both operate as a mutual,
consensus based system with no hierarchy of centralised
decision making or control, a distributed data store and an
append only ledger. The exact mechanics of the consensus
system - proof of work, proof of stake and proof of authority are secondary considerations in choosing the blockchain /
distributed ledger technology.
Furthermore YDS will seek to create a blockchain Protocol
Layer for the Data Industry. Whilst YDS will start with the
initial application layer within this Whitepaper it is worth
highlighting the bigger picture, that YDS are working towards
building a unifying Protocol that functions as the base layer
Protocol that the Data industry can build upon.
A Protocol is the underlying infrastructure on which
applications are built, and stand to profit from any growth in
the ecosystem. Examples of current protocols in the industry
include blockchains such as Ethereum, NEO, Stellar, Lisk,
QTUM, and ICON among many others. For a protocol to exist
and thrive it needs a large community.
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YDS will start life as an individual application that will begin
the process of changing the data industry by creating what we
call a “Pure Data” source and beginning the process of
redistributing the value of data to its rightful owner. The
ambitions of YDS go far beyond this initial application and
this is where the YDS Protocol Layer needs to be road mapped
at a later date as something to fully scope out and explore.
Think of the potential for YDS to create a protocol that serves
as a framework for how the data industry should operate.
Complete trust and transparency, and GDPR compliance built
in. YDS can build a community where others can come and
build businesses and applications on top of the protocol that
stands for sustainability and best practice within the data
industry. YDS will be the benchmark of data using blockchain.
Your Data Safe will not enable the ability to “mine” our
tokens. Alternatively, YDS anticipates adopting a POS
consensus validation model called a Masternode. A
Masternode will reward those who stake their YDS Tokens in a
more economical way, than that of POW consensus. YDS
expect to build a new validation model upon the forthcoming
Ethereum Casper / Serenity Blockchain.
YDS express that there is room to grow within the space in
which they operate. Some significant future development
strategies will include.





Browser API Extensions
Artificial Intelligence
Automated Bots
Dapp Built Applications

Cross-chain Interoperability
A single blockchain may not meet the use case requirements
of YDS, therefore we felt it was important to consider a
blockchain technology stack that can be implemented as both
a permission-less public network and permissive private
network. The leading option for this was the group of
Ethereum based blockchains.

erasure from a company’s data handling systems. With
permissive private blockchains this can cause a problem owing
to the append only design. We found 2 solutions were
available to us to solve this problem on how YDS implement
their blockchain architectures, rather than the specific
blockchain technology chosen.

Ethereum is a widely adopted permission less public
“Ethereum” network with standards for fungible tokens built
on the ERC-20 standard. The core engine - the Ethereum
Virtual Machine - is reused as the foundation for Parity and
Tendermint blockchains which are permissive private
networks. Many blockchain technology projects are created on
the belief that they will create the singular solution that will
gain 100% market share, and therefore not need cross-chain
interoperability. YDS’ “Pure Data” strategy is a pragmatic
response to the many different types of blockchain
technologies that will be used or created by competitors and
even the industries incumbents, thus YDS feel cross chain
interoperability is critical to the future success of YDS.

Firstly it is possible to encrypt all data stored on blockchain
using AES256 or similar encryption that is resilient to
quantum cryptanalysis attacks. The encryption keys are
allocated on a granular basis - connected to single person and
stored in a secure central location. In the event of a request to
be forgotten the encryption key for that person is irrevocably
deleted such that it is no longer possible to access the
encrypted data stored on the blockchain.

Allowing consideration and thought around cross-chain
interoperability shows that YDS have a pragmatic mature
approach and thinking as well as understand the challenges of
the underlying blockchain technology we have chosen to build
our solution upon.

Are Blockchains GDPR Compliant?
GDPR is the new EU regulation that requires companies to
comply with customer privacy requests - including a right of
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Secondly it is possible to never store the data on the
blockchain, and rather store it in a centrally encrypted
database. The blockchain would store a hash or reference to
the data stored in the centralised database as an audit
control. In the event of a request of a data subjects’ right to
be forgotten the centralised database is amended to reflect
the request and the blockchain is appended to show that
these changes have been made.
YDS had to consider which database to use to ensure its
compliance and best practise within the scope of GDPR. The
database was the best solution for GDPR compliance. The
database must allow deletion owing to the ‘right to be
forgotten’. We have used IPFS and BigChainDB in the initial
Architectural Diagram also viable Considerations as are
MongoDB or Ceph.

Initial Architectural Design
Below, is a basic diagram of our initial architecture. It serves
merely to show that a number of smart contracts that will
need to be created and implemented. Initially, every
individual that interacts with the YDS platform will need to
have MetaMask installed, to interact with the smart contracts
on top of Ethereum.

However, once the YDS Platform is fully developed we will
create an API that sits on top potentially using infura.
This will allow users to request to view their data without the
need for MetaMask. MetaMask is currently needed for
exchanging data on the Ethereum Blockchain.

SC ERC20

SC
Rewards

SC
Affiliate Prog.

SC
User Profiles

BigChainDB
IPFS /FILE
SYSTEM
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SC
Business Users

SC
Games

The YDS Token Economy
A token is a blockchain script that can store data and change
its state based on predefined logic. The state of the script can
only be changed based on predefined rules, since the data is
not controlled by a single central entity and needs the
consensus of users of the blockchain network.
Different types of token can be used for different use cases. A
token is used in the YDS network - aligned to propel the New
Data Collection Model and ultimately the achievement of the
“YDS Pure Data” strategy.
Your Data Safe will deploy an ERC20 Token Smart Contract
that will fuel the YDS Platform for its users via the
fundamental and economic principles of supply and demand.
The YDS Token can be safely secured in any ERC20 compliant
wallet such as My Ether Wallet (MEW), Metamask, Parity,
Trustwallet and Eidoo to name but a few.
The YDS token is integral to the success and effectiveness of
the New Data Collection Model. The YDS Token will be used to
incentivise users to share more data with the brands they care
about. The token therefore serves as a flywheel for user
growth as it can be used to incentivise and reward certain
behaviour beneficial to the platform.
YDS will use YDST to capture a more granular, pure data set
from its customers based on the quality and quantity of
valuable data available.
YDS incentivise consumers to share more data about
themselves and their behaviours in order to create more
insight for YDS’ clients (the brands).
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The YDS Token will be used to incentivise the various
behaviours within the Data Ecosystem. This will be achieved
by following gamification theory, and establishing smart
economy design.
In YDS’s case, this is rewarding the Consumers/Data Subjects
for sharing more data, more often with brands they choose to
share with. It is this data input, that powers YDS’s Pure Data
collection model which subsequently ensures that the “YDS
Pure Data” strategy is achieved. The YDS Token will also
incentivise other behaviours of the consumers. Data Subjects
will contribute to the growth and resiliency of the YDS Token
Economy. These behaviours and the subsequent reward of
them will gamify the participants’ role and subsequently
promote greater efficiencies within YDS platform.
As can be identified by the above diagram YDS exist to
redistribute the value of data back to the owners of that data,
the Users, in addition to giving them the autonomy of choice
in who they share their valuable data with.
Your Data Safe Token (YDS Token) is NOT a crypto currency
coin. We are offering platform utility token only in exchange
for access to our Data Management Rewards Network, GDPR
awareness training and Virtual DPO Services. Utility tokens
are also known as user tokens or dApp (Decentralised App)
user coins.
Utility Tokens characterise future access to a company’s
platform of either products or services.

The YDS Token Metrics
Token Name
Token Ticker
Total Supply
Token Type
Accepts

Your Data Safe
YDST
741,300,000 YDST
ERC20
BTC, ETH

Funding Goal: 40,000 ETH (Whitelist, KYC / AML Required)

Early Access Sale
Private Sale
Pre Public Sale
Public Crowd Sale

25/05/18 – 31/07/18
01/08/18 – 31/08/18
01/09/18 – 30/09/18
01/10/18 – 31/10/18

Our Ethereum ERC20 Compatible Tokens are not mineable.

Below is the proposed token distribution:
1% Early Access TGE Sale
9% Private TGE Sale
10% Pre TGE Public Sale
20% Public TGE Crowd sale
15% Future Project Development (Frozen 25/05/2019)
4% Reserved Tokens for Platform Data Rewards
9% Core Team Members (Frozen 25/05/2019)
9% Marketing & Continuous Brand Development
5% Early Advisors & Consultants
5% Legal Law & Global Compliance
3% Bounty & Ambassador Program
10% Air Drop for main public distribution*1
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Any unsold tokens during the individual phases of the Token
Generation Event will be allocated to the next phase of
funding. Any unsold tokens after a desired soft cap of 8000
ETH will be allocated to the Data Rewards Reserve Wallet.

YDST will not allow the future minting of the ERC20 Platform
Token. YDS will not allow the exchange of tokens before the
end of the token generation even and as such will not apply
for Exchange listings before the end of the TGE.
1% Air Drop used for Pre Sale, 2% Air Drop used for Public
Sale and the remaining 7% to be staggered out once the YDS
platform has gone live.
*1

Your Data Safe expects that the total circulating supply of YDS
Tokens will not exceed 533,736,000; the total circulating
supply minus the 111.195m for future development combined
with the frozen 29.652m for the data rewards reserve and
finally the core team reserved tokens of 66.717m. All frozen
until May 25th 2019 in the corporate reserve wallet
Only 296,520,000 (40%) of the total token supply will be
released via TGE, the total sum of funds raised will be
distributed as shown below.
You can also see below our projected total token distribution
and funding allocation for the areas YDS believes are critical
to the success and progression of the platform.

3%

Distribution of TGE Funds

3% 2%

Blockchain Engineering & Platform Development

5%

25%

Marketing & Advertising

6%

Operational Expenses

Future Research & Development
12%

Core Team Expenses
Miscellaneous Expenses
Token Allocation & Distribution

20%

16%

Legal law & Compliance
Cyber Security

10%

1%

Total Token Distribution
9%

Early Access Sale

3%

Private Sale
10%

5%

Pre Public Sale
Public Crowd Sale

5%

Future Project Development
Data Rewards Reserve

9%
20%

Core Team Members
Marketing & Brand Development

9%

Early Advisors & Consultants
4%

15%

Legal Law & Global Compliance
Bounty, Rewards & Ambassador Program
Air Drop Distribution
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Road Map
2017

Q3
September

Your Data Safe began as GDPR Consultants.

Q4
October
December

Released HFW, CII, AOFAQ Training Platform
The blockchain Proof of Concept.

2018

Q1
January
February
March

Whitepaper Version 1.0.0
Comprehensive Business Planning Phase
Blockchain Competitor SWOT Analysis

Q2
April
May
June

Begin YDS Academy Rebranding
Early Access Seed Funding Sale
Token Smart Contract Development

Q3
July
August
September

Development of Bounty Rewards Program
Private TGE Sale
Pre Public Sale
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Q4
October
November
December

Public Crowd Sale
Token Allocation & Distribution
Launch YDS Academy

2019

Q1
January
February
March

Data Rewards UI Design & Development
Phase 1 Blockchain Development begins
Release Prototype of Data User Interface

Q2
April
May
June

Launch YDS Cloud
Release AI vision of Virtual DPO Platform
Release of 2020 Roadmap Plans

Q3
July
August

Development of Brand Partnerships
Strategic Marketing Plan for Data Gathering

Q4
October
November
December

Data Rewards UI Final P2P Testing
Data Rewards UI Deployment
Launch YDS Network

Meet the Team
Phillip Chapman (CEO)
Co Founder & Corporate GDPR Specialist.
Phil is our CEO and Co-founder. He has a background in
computing and web development, electrical engineering and a
passion for turning businesses into profit. He has successfully
managed multiple businesses and his own property investment
portfolio over the last 25 years.
Phil is a GDPR specialist, utilising his background in big data, and
understanding the GDPR thoroughly. He has recently worked
with multiple blue chips and helped numerous FTSE 250
companies and corporates become GDPR compliant.

Mark Morgan (CBDO)
Co Founder & Early Adopter of Blockchain Technology
Mark is an entrepreneur having owned and managed multiple
SME businesses with global reach from an early age. Mark has
recently been involved in the tech start up space with bespoke
APPs and ecommerce platforms. The marketing campaigns for
start-ups required Mark to purchase Prospect Data. Mark quickly
realised that the current level of consumer data was substandard,
so set out to improve the personal data market.
Mark was an early adopter of blockchain technology, having been
involved in crypto currency since 2012.
Mark regularly gives his knowledge and advice on multiple social
networks and is referred to as a specialist in utility optimisation
and token metrics, making him a key part of our development for
growth pathways within the crypto space.
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Richie Pindor (COO)
Co Founder & Corporate Data Analyst.
After spending over 9 years working in the big data and
marketing space with companies such as Experian PLC and
holding board positions at other tech and marketing companies
with great success, Richie finally decided to branch out and start
working for him-self. Richie has consulted for several SME
business projects, as well as working directly for 3 tech start-ups
in recent years, helping them to increase revenue.
Throughout his successful career Richie has covered many
different business roles from sales and account management,
running development teams and streamlining businesses
processes. Some of the brands that Richie has worked with across
many sectors are; Betfair, Flight Centre, Secret Escapes, low cost
travel group, Dorchester London, VW, Yourmove and more
helping each of them to understand their customers and best
target them with relevant marketing communications.

Rob Newell (CMO)
Head of Marketing & Strategic Development
Rob has a wide ranging experience across strategic business
development and marketing roles as well as commercial areas.
Rob was key personnel in the development of The Happy Egg
Company and has developed a branded portfolio worth over
£150m PA. Rob has also spent a number of years developing
multi-million dollar business across the US based in San
Francisco.
Rob is exceptional at Identifying & creating market
opportunities, interpreting consumer insights and delivering
innovative brand solutions.
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Ian Welch
Senior Corporate Data Consultant
Ian is an experienced digital and data marketing professional
with a proven record of achieving exceptional results across
retail, leisure, automotive, utilities, and charity sectors.
Ian combines CRM, digital and data expertise to help
organisations to recruit new customers and develop highly
engaging campaigns to retain existing customers. This is
achieved by the effective use of data to drive insight so that
organisations can maximise their return on their marking
investment. Ian is passionate about using data to drive decision
making by customer insight and improving marketing
measurements across all channels.
Previously Worked @; Audi, Pets at Home, Merlin Entertainment,
VW Group, American Golf, Royal Mail, RSPB, Macmillan Cancer
Support, Experian, Call Credit, Jaywing, Go Inspire Group, RAPP.

Peter Bell (CFO)
Corporate Accountant & Data Start Up Specialist
Peter has extensive experience providing personalised
accountancy services to owner managed businesses.
Peter offer’s a straightforward pragmatic but personal and
focused approach to accountancy and tax affairs in multiple
global jurisdictions.
Peter is forward thinking, commercially aware, dependable and
accurate having managed finance for a number of large
corporate clients and VC groups including Clear Score, the credit
referencing agency.
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Alex Jefferies
UI & UX Developer
Alex has a wide diverse background in website, app, UX and UI
development. With over 20+ years in the tech industry, including
PC & Network, Web to Print, Web design and even as a higher
education lecturer.
Alex brings a wealth of knowledge to the team, and has worked
with some major UK based blue chip companies such as; Scottish
Power, Virgin Holidays, and EE to name a few.

Ash Davidson
Community Manager & Crypto Adviser
Ash has been building online communities since he made his
first website back in 2005. Ash has built communities in excess
of 45,000 members and even trended on Twitter in 2013.
Ash is a solid crypto-currency enthusiast and began investing
and trading in 2016. Ash has a number of highly ranked crypto
related courses on the education platform UDEMY.
Ash is a key influencer within his crypto community and is
passionate about educating people within crypto. He is the
founder of The Crypto Mob and has built this community to
almost 4000 members in less than 6 months. Ash ensures that
all members of The Crypto Mob community have a safe haven
for free and impartial advice no matter their ability. He has
introduced some highly knowledgeable crypto investors to his
group who often help explain the complex world of crypto and
blockchain to the community, from live AMA and Q&A sessions
Ash has built a trusted community for anyone wanting to access
crypto currency.
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Ryan Miller
Digital Development Associate
Ryan is the youngest member of the team however has a wealth
of knowledge and experience. He has been involved in
professional digital design since the age of 12. He has 3 Microsoft
Certified Qualifications and over 3 years of professional
experience in the design, media and marketing industry.
Ryan has made a flying start into the tech world, whilst recently
working with SME and Enterprise across the UK from assistance
with their online appearance, boosting their website and social
media traffic not to mention leading to more sales and an
increase in revenue.
Ryan has had a wide variety of experience in many different
roles, such from Account / Office Management Graphic Design
and Digital Media these skills lead him to work with the likes of;
Local Government, City Councils, Century 21, Greenwood
Academy Trust & ZPG, The Co-Operative and SDL Group ensuring
long-lasting relationships with each company.

Adrian McManus
Digital Development Consultant
Adrian has worked in-house, remotely and internationally on
projects for leading agencies, brands, charities and start-ups.
Problem-solving and UX are central to everything he does. He
cares deeply about creating world-class products that help people
and make a difference. Adrian likes to be involved from the seed
idea, through to design and development.
Previously worked @ Jaguar Land Rover, Amazon, Avon & 3aaa
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Our Company

Block3 and their team of consultants are a UK based start-up
in Blockchain Business Solutions. They have advised YDS as
consultants on pragmatic strategy and token architecture of
the Your Data Safe Project.

Jonathon Millet CEO

Luca Losclazo COO

Your Data Safe has chosen to conduct the TGE via a parent
company. Our parent token company is located in Malta,
within the EU and will be solely responsible for the
management, issuance and distribution of all YDS Tokens
under the TGE.
The main purpose of choosing to use a parent company to
manage our TGE was to ensure optimum transparency. The
parent company will be a token holding and issuance entity
that will ensure generated finances during the TGE - Token
Generation Event will only be used within our structured
business developmental plans. Choosing to use a parent
company also gives any contributors the confidence that they
are engaging with a legitimate company that has participated
in a genuine Token Generation Event.
YDS Token holders will have no voting rights, shares or
dividends within or from any associated YDS Company. Any
YDS Tokens may only be exchanged for goods or services
within the YDS Platform.
We will only accept participants willing to comply with any
KYC, AML & CTF legislation.

Joe Pindar
Strategic Advisor &
Data Protection Specialist

Connor Howe
Core Blockchain Engineer &
Smart Contract Adviser.
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Your Data Safe assures all token contributors, the
management of tokens will be unbiased and based within a
Token Generation Event “friendly jurisdiction.” In doing so,
we can confirm that Your Data Safe will not fail to meet any
regulatory laws concerning Token Generation Events and we
will not participate in countries which may have potential
unconfirmed, doubtful or dubious regulations concerning any
TGE activities.

Disclaimer
YDS is a secure corporate software platform for data
protection, education, training and data management
technology with the SME business space.
YDS allow personal data managers to communicate
seamlessly via our cloud based software and utility
platform, our expertise in data analytics will build out a
consistent data management and GDPR Compliant artificial
intelligence and rewards platform. Our YDS Token
represents a vehicle to enable data management in a
distributed ledger environment.
All finances from our Token Generation Event will be used to
develop the utility of the platform and on-going costs of our
business Your Data Safe (YDS).
For more information get in touch via the following links:
hello@yourdatasafe.io
www.twitter.com/yourdatasafe
www.t.me/yourdatasafe
www.facebook.com/yourdatsafe
www.bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4713762.0

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING DISCLAIMER THOROUGHLY.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE WEBSITE, WHITEPAPER AND
DISCLAIMER SET OUT BELOW MAY BE ALTERED OR
UPDATED AT ANY TIME IN WHOLE OR IN PART AT THE SOLE
DESCRETION OF THE COMPANY OR WEBSITE
MANAGEMENT.
IT IS YOUR OWN RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP UP TO DATE
WITH ANY CHANGES.
IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBT CONCERNING THE PROJECT
CONATINED WITHIN YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER SUITABLE PROFESSIONAL(S).
NO MEMBER OF OUR TEAM OR MANAGEMENT HAVE OR
WILL OFFER ANY FINANCIAL ADIVCE OR WARRANTY AND AS
SUCH YOU SHOULD BE AWARE THAT ALL UTILITY TOKEN
PURCHASE AND PERSONAL INVESTMENT IS AT YOUR OWN
RISK. YOU SHOULD ALWAYS DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH AND
DUE DILLIGENCE.
WE OFFER NO RIGHT OF WITHDRAWAL. YOU MUST ENSURE
WHEN DECIDING TO ENTER INTO ANY TRANSACTION BASED
UPON THIS WHITEPAPER EITHER AS A BUYER OR
INTERESTED PARTY ARE HEREBY INFORMED AND ACCEPT
THAT HE OR SHE WILL NOT BENEFIT FROM THE RIGHT OF
WITHDRAWAL AND THE TRANSACTION IS DEEMED FINAL.

www.linkedin.com/company/your-data-safe
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL ANY CONTRIBUTOR BE
GIVEN THE RIGHT TO WITHDRAW FROM THE
TRANSACTIONAL AGREEMENT.
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Terms & Conditions
The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does
not imply nor intend any element of a contractual relationship.
Whilst we as a company will make every effort to ensure that any
material in this white paper is accurate and up to date, such
material in no way constitutes the provision of professional
advice.
Your Data Safe Token does not guarantee, and accepts no legal
liability whatsoever arising from or connected to, the accuracy,
reliability, currency, or completeness of any material contained in
this white paper.
All information is contained herein without any warranties of any
kind. The company and any team or advisors make no
representations whatsoever and disclaim all expressed and
implied warranties and conditions of any kind, including, without
any limitation, representations, warranties or conditions
regarding accuracy, timeliness, completeness, non-infringement,
suitability of the Tokens for any prospective contributor, and the
Company and its employees, officers or professional advisors
assume no responsibility to you or any third party for the
consequence of errors or omissions.
Potential Your Data Safe Token holders should seek appropriate
independent professional advice prior to relying on, or entering
into any commitment or transaction based on, material published
in this white paper, which material is purely published for
reference purposes alone.
Regulatory Risks; The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens,
digital assets and blockchain technology is unclear or unsettled in
many jurisdictions, herein included also the jurisdiction of the
EU. It is difficult to predict how or whether any governmental
authorities will regulate such technology or what tax implications
in the future may arise for the holders of the Your Data Safe
Tokens.
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It is difficult to ascertain whether or not any worldwide
governmental authority may make changes to the current laws,
regulations and/or rules that may affect the validity of
cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology and
its applications. Any such impending changes in governmental
jurisdictions could negatively impact Your Data Safe Tokens,
including but not limited to, for example, through a
determination that Your Data Safe Tokens are regulated financial
instruments that require full governmental disclosure and
registration. In which case the parent company of the Your Data
Safe may cease the distribution of all Your Data Safe Tokens, the
development of the project or cease operations in a jurisdiction in
the event that governmental actions make it unlawful or
commercially undesirable to continue to do so.
The industry in which our parent company operates is a new
space, and as such may be subject to heightened oversight and
scrutiny, including investigations or enforcement actions. There
can be no assurance that governmental authorities will not
examine the operations of the company and/or pursue
enforcement actions against the company. Any such
governmental activities may or may not be the result of
targeting.
All of the above may expose the company to judgments,
settlements, fines or penalties, or cause the company to
restructure its operations and activities or to cease offering
certain products or services, all of which could harm the
company’s reputation or lead to higher operational costs, which
may in turn have a material adverse effect on the Your Data Safe
Tokens and or the development of the Project.
Restricted territories viewing the materials available hereafter
may not be lawful in certain jurisdictions. In other jurisdictions,

only certain categories of person may be allowed to view such
materials. Any person who wishes to view these materials must
first satisfy themselves that they are not subject to any local
requirements that prohibit or restrict them from doing so. The
materials are for information purposes only and do not constitute
or form a part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or
solicitation of any offer, to purchase or subscribe for the Tokens
in any jurisdiction or jurisdictions in which such offers or sales are
unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities
laws of any such jurisdiction (restricted territories).

aspect of the content of the site may be illegal. Those who choose
to access this site from other locations do so on their own
initiative and at their own risk, and are responsible for
compliance with applicable local laws. Currency Regulation Risks
Governments are still grappling with public policy on the
regulation of crypto currencies as a form of settlement in trade.
Governments adverse to the proliferation of the use of crypto
currencies in local commerce however could issue laws and
regulations deeming the use of crypto-currencies a regulated
activity.

Accordingly, unless an exemption under the relevant securities
law is applicable, the YDS Tokens may not be offered, sold,
pledged, taken up, exercised, resold, renounced, transferred or
delivered, directly or indirectly, in or into a restricted territory
where to do so would constitute a violation of the relevant laws
of, or require registration thereof in, such jurisdiction. There will
be no public offering of the Tokens in the restricted territories. If
you are not permitted to view materials on this webpage or
whitepaper or you are in any doubt as to whether you are
permitted to view these materials, please exit this webpage /
whitepaper immediately.

Countries such as China and Korea have issued regulations or
statements prohibiting token sales, United States allowing only
certified investors to participate to the sale while other countries
have sought to bring the sale of tokens within the regulatory
control of securities offerings.

The shares of the Company are not offered, registered under
Securities Act of any country, or under any securities laws of any
state. The tokens referred to in this white paper have not been
registered, approved, or disapproved by the us securities and
exchange commission, any state securities commission in the
United States or any other regulatory authority nor any of the
foregoing authorities examined or approved the characteristics
or the economic realities of this token sale or the accuracy or the
adequacy of the information contained in this white paper under,
the U.S. Securities act of 1933 as amended, or under the securities
laws of any state of the united states of America or any other
jurisdiction.
The Company shall not have any responsibility in respect of access
to it from territories whose laws prohibit such access or where any
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This could result in holders of Your Data Safe Token being unable
to use their token(s) in the future without further regulatory
compliance by the Your Data Safe.
Risks Associated with Use of Your Data Safe Token; Use of cryptocurrency exchanges can be complex and subject to stringent
qualification requirements. There is no guarantee that the
developers will be able to successfully create a system that allows
payment or services using global crypto-currencies.
The failure to establish a network will result in decreased liquidity
of the Your Data Safe Token as a form of settlement currency
within the Your Data Safe platform. Risks Associated with any and
all Crowd Sales of Your Data Safe Tokens stipulate YDS Tokens are
NOT an investment product. Rather, Your Data Safe Tokens serve
a specific function within the Utility Training Platform Software
managed by the Your Data Safe ecosystem, which is the means to
access and purchase active training or educational courses, cloud
storage and virtual services.

The Your Data Safe is based on the Ethereum blockchain and as
such the Ethereum blockchain is prone to periodic congestion
during which transactions can be delayed or lost. Individuals may
also intentionally spam the Ethereum network in an attempt to
gain an advantage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. Buyer
acknowledges and understands that Ethereum block producers
may not include Buyer’s transaction when Buyer wants or Buyer’s
transaction may not be included at all. Your Data Safe Tokens
may be subject to expropriation and or/theft. Hackers or other
malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with
the Your Data Safe and token distribution contract or the Your
Data Safe Token in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to,
malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based
attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing.
Furthermore, because the Ethereum platform rests on open
source software and Your Data Safe Token are based on open
source software, there is the risk that Ethereum smart contracts
may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses
which may negatively affect the Your Data Safe Token or result in
the loss of Buyer’s Your Data Safe Token, the loss of Buyer’s
ability to access or control Buyer’s YDS Token or the loss of Ether
in Buyer’s account. In the event of such a software bug or
weakness, there may be no remedy and holders of Your Data Safe
Token are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or compensation.
The Project and all of the matters set forth in the White Paper are
new and untested. The Project might not be capable of
completion, implementation or adoption. It is possible that no
blockchain utilising the project will ever be launched and there
may never be an operational platform. Even if the Project is
completed, implemented and adopted, it might not function as
intended, and any tokens associated with a blockchain adopting
the Project may not have functionality that is desirable or
valuable. Also, technology is changing rapidly, so the YDS Token
and the Project may become outdated.
Buyer Knowledge and Risks of Project; Buyers must have
sufficient knowledge and experience in business and financial
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matters, including a sufficient understanding of blockchain or
cryptographic tokens and other digital assets, smart contracts,
storage mechanisms (such as digital or token wallets), blockchainbased software systems and blockchain technology, to be able to
evaluate the risks and merits of Buyer’s purchase of YDS Tokens,
including but not limited, to the matters set forth in this
Agreement, and is able to bear the risks thereof, including loss of
all amounts paid, loss of YDS Tokens, and liability to the
Company Parties and others for its acts and omissions. Buyer has
obtained sufficient information in order to make an informed
decision to purchase YDS Tokens.
Business Risks; the company plans to conduct closings of sales of
YDS Network Tokens as soon as sufficient funds are received.*1 –
In the unlikely event that less than $3,705,000m USD is received
via the pre public sale of YDS Token, the Company may have
insufficient liquid cash to implement any plans as described and
YDS Token purchasers who bought the tokens shall be at a
heightened risk of loss of their contributions.
The Company’s principal competitors may have greater financial
resources than those available to the Company and thus be in a
better position to attract talent, initiate projects. The Company’s
ability to remain competitive may depend in part upon its ability
to develop new and enhanced products or services and to
introduce these products or services in a timely and cost-effective
manner.
In addition, product and service introductions or enhancements
by the Company’s competitors or the use of other technologies
could cause a decline in sales or loss of market acceptance of the
Company’s existing products and services. There can be no
assurances that the Company shall be successful in selecting,
developing, and marketing new products and services or in
enhancing its existing products or services. Failure to do so
successfully may adversely affect the Company’s business,
financial condition and results of operations. The Company’s

ability to realise its objectives shall be dependent on its ability to
attract and retain additional, qualified personnel.
Competition for such personnel can be intense, and there can be
no assurance that the Company’s results shall not be adversely
affected by difficulty in attracting and/or retaining qualified
personnel. The industry in which Company operates is new, and
may be subject to heightened oversight and scrutiny including
investigations or enforcement actions. There can be no assurance
that governmental authorities will not examine the operations of
Company and/or pursue enforcement actions against Company.
All of which could harm the company’s reputation or lead to
higher operational costs, which may in turn have a material
adverse effect on the YDS Token and/or the development of the
Project. Further on, any transaction concluded based on this
Whitepaper shall be considered as a random agreement, meaning
that the length and even the enforceability of the rights provided
herein is not known / entirely known at the moment of its
signing, given that the main rights and obligations of this
agreement depend on one or several future events and therefore
any of the signing party bear the risk of winning or losing
depending on such future events.

uncertainties. Accordingly, there are or will be important factors
that could cause the group's actual results to differ materially
from those indicated in these statements. These factors include
but are not limited to those described in the part of the white
paper entitled '' risk factors '', which should be read in
conjunction with the other cautionary statements that are
included in the white paper.

Purchasers of the tokens referred to in this white paper should be
aware that they bear any risks involved in acquisition of Your
Data Safe Tokens, if any, for an indefinite period of time. Some of
the statements in the white paper include forward-looking
statements which reflect team Your Data Safe Token’s current
views with respect to product development, roadmap execution,
financial performance, business strategy and future plans, both
with respect to the company and the sectors and industries in
which the company operates.

These forward-looking statements are subject to risks,
uncertainties and assumptions, some of which are beyond the
control of the Company. In addition, these forward-looking
statements reflect the current views of the Company with respect
to future events and are not a guarantee of future performance.
Additional factors that could cause actual performance or
achievements to differ materially include, but are not limited to
those discussed under this White paper. These forward looking
statements are based on current plans and estimates and speak
only as of the date they are made. The Company makes no
undertaking to update or revise any forward-looking statement in
light of new information, future events or otherwise. Forwardlooking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties and
are subject to assumptions, some of which are beyond the control
of the Company. The Company cautions you that a number of
important factors could cause actual outcomes to differ or to
differ materially, from those expressed in any forward-looking
statements. Due to these risks, uncertainties and assumptions,
the forward-looking events and circumstances discussed might
not occur in the way the Company expects or at all. Accordingly,
you should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking
information or statement. All forward-looking statements
contained herein are qualified by reference to these cautionary
statements.

Statements which include the words ''expects'', ''intends'',
''plans'', ''believes'', ''projects'', ''anticipates'', ''will'', ''targets'',
''aims'', ''may'', ''would'', ''could'', ''continue'' and similar
statements are of a future or forward-looking nature. All forwardlooking statements address matters that involve risks and

Know Your Customer (KYC) rules Considering the anti-moneylaundering and anti-terrorism national and international
regulations, the Company reserves the right to develop and apply
KYC rules and procedure before the sale of Your Data Safe
Tokens, before the trade of such YDS Tokens and before or during
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the execution of any transactions on the Your Data Safe Platform;
likewise, depending on the findings of such rules and procedure
or when there exists a reasonable doubt that a certain
participant/interested party is involved in money-laundering or
terrorism, the Company reserves the right to refuse at its sole
discretion a transaction or sale, trade of YDS tokens to any third
party and also has the right to refuse the access to the utility
platform and/or to suspend such access at any given moment.
YDS offers no withdrawal right: While deciding to enter and
entering into any transaction based on this whitepaper the
buyer/interested party is hereby informed and undertakes it will
not benefit from a right of withdrawal from the transaction and
his decision of entering into such transaction is final and under
no circumstance he shall be given with a withdrawal right. By
agreeing to acquire Your Data Safe Token tokens I hereby
acknowledge that I have read and understand the notices and
disclaimers set out above and contained in this white paper. No
regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the
information set out in this white paper. Thus, no action has been
or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules
of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination
of this white paper does not imply that the applicable laws,
regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with. Please
refer to our terms & conditions of participating in the Your Data
Safe Token Initial Token offering.
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